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Software for Personnel 



Recru effectively manages person’s story in your company.

An automatic system works with the database of the applicants, employees, clients, CRM, 
webmail, integrated Internet and intranet.

All the processes are archived and searchable.

Recru is independent from operation system and is compatible with computers, tablets 
and smartphones.

It easily helps with managing your personnel agency or your HR department.

RECRU
Intelligent software
for human resources work

Personnel agencies in Germany, Finland, Austria, 
the Czech Republic,Slovakia,Hungary and Poland use Recru. 

info@recru.eu +421 948 074 014www.recru.eu



Recru provides complete and transparent mapping of the 
whole selection process since accepting the applications until 
employing the candidate. 

You always have a perfect overview about all of the candidates 
and phases of the selection process. Recru does not wait until 
your order; it manages all the activities connected with the clients 
and candidates for you. It plans your meetings and provides an 
overview about the effectiveness of your employees.

Recruitment
Selection have never been 
easier before

1. Accepting a requirement of a client

2. Contacting the candidates

3. Selection interviews 

4. Introducing the candidates to the client

5. Acceptance/decline of candidates

6. Starting the working relationship of the successful candidates

7. Invoicing

Recru will manage the whole selection process 
clearly and transparently for you

Candidate cards 
holds all detail 

information



Clients
Quickly, effectively, analytically 

Recru works intelligently, flexibly and effectively with all your 
clients. Its database distinguishes between active, potential and 
new clients. 

It allows quick approaches of them and the change of a client 
from potential to new.Recru watches the history and story of your 
clients. 

It compares and analyzes. It can approach
them in a group.

It saves time and money. 

 Ɔ Business development

 Ɔ  Contracts evidence

 Ɔ  Communication history

 Ɔ Newsletter creation

 Ɔ CRM calendar

Clients Database



 Ɔ HR projects planning

 Ɔ Processes, sources, tools and expenses

 Ɔ Project evaluation

 Ɔ Management from more managing levels

Projects

 Ɔ Maintenance of calendar events

 Ɔ Connection between candidates and clients database

CRM calendar

Managing and planning
Work management and 
planning for HR

Recru provides quick exchange of data and information, and 
offers user comfort and simplicity of operation. 

It supports and simplifies planning and overviewing HR activities 
from the time, sources and financial point of view.

Nazov obrazovky



Recru offers also further functions, which support work 
effectiveness and usage comfort.

Its job is to use the least supportive systems as possible and also 
the possibility to accustom Recru to your needs.

Further RECRU Functions
Real data and information 
available anywhere

 Ɔ Establishment of users

 Ɔ Design of forms

 Ɔ Connection with the website

 Ɔ Management of a branch

 Ɔ Personalization of the system

 Ɔ Intelligent protection of 

personal information

Further Recru functions

 Ɔ Synchronization of email communication

 Ɔ Receiving and sending e-mails

Webmail

 Ɔ Creation of internal newsfeed and its selection

Intranet



Website
Design of corporate websites 
connected to RECRU

Presentation of a company can work with Recru as a job portal. 
Synchronization with Recru will save your valuable time and 
energy.

Recru provides quick and transparent publishing of job 
opportunities, candidates’ skills and history mapping, responsive 
design.

 Ɔ Responsive design

 Ɔ Fixed menu

 Ɔ Content slider

 Ɔ Clients slider

 Ɔ Reference

 Ɔ FAQ

 Ɔ Timeline

 Ɔ Contact form

 Ɔ Blog

 Ɔ Support for various languages

 Ɔ Publishing the news

 Ɔ Fulltext search

 Ɔ Progressive offers filter

 Ɔ Special customizes solutions

Prospects of the website



Recru will directly dial the phone number from your phone. 
Incoming call will open candidate’s file directly in the database of 
Recru.

It is possible to send messages (even in large number) from the 
software via your phone. Recru will add a photo of the candidate, 
which you have just taken with your smartphone, into the database. 

Recall
Active synchronization 
between your phone and app

Take a photo,
save it and it’s done

Recall is able to

Identify the caller if he is in the RECRU database

Keep track of incoming/outcoming calls and their duration

Take photos of candidate’s documents directly from his file

Sending messages in large numbers

Easy and intuitive 
navigation



Internal and 
external 

employees

Arrival and 
departure 

time

Workplace
location

Day
and night 

shift Just scan and 
have overview

You can print out employees card with his QR code, put a tablet of a 
smartphone on the wall and all the internal or external employees can 
scan their cards and put their arrival and departure in evidence.

Recru then allows you to see the number of people at work in real time 
independently from the distance of an employee and work place. 

You will get an automatic monthly overview about the number of each 
employee’s hours spent at work. It will provide you to monitor the history of 
the whole attendance. MAS offers actualization of employees’ movement 
at all times. It is cheap, mobile, and flexible.

MAS differentiates

MAS 
enables quick
contactMobile Attendance System

Elegant overviewing of mobile 
attendance



Your data is what makes you special.

We take care of you being able to work effectively,
quickly and safely.

Safety
Your data is save 24/7 
no mather what

 Ɔ 24h monitoring of performance and stability of our servers

 Ɔ Daily back up out of the data center

 Ɔ Access only by cryptic technology SSL (https)

 Ɔ Monitoring of app entrances

 Ɔ Load balancer

 Ɔ The possibility to back data up on client’s server

How Recru protects you data



Cloud IT is a company, which develops software for 
HR agencies, HR departments, production and sales 
companies. 

Its applications run processes in a company 
effectively, save company’s expenses and people’s 
energy. They optimize the performance of  
employees and the added value of managers.

Cloud IT creates accustomed solutions and makes 
everyday processes automatic. It also successfully 
combines experience from IT and HR.

+421 948 074 014  /  info@cloud-it.sk

Bratislava - Jozefská 7, 811 06 Bratislava
Praha - Kaprova 42/14, 110 00 Praha 1

Cloud it
Software with a story.
About people, for people.

Slavko Fulek
Idea machine

Miroslav Šmida
IT specialist 

www.cloud-it.sk
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Arrange a personal meeting with and presentation

info@recru.eu

+421 948 074 014


